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ABSTRACT
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Title: Oxygen Diffusion through JP-8 as Related to Thermal Oxidative Coking and TitaniaBased Remediation Measures
Major Professor: Dr. Timothée Pourpoint
Thermal oxidative coking in jet engine injector passages leads to costly maintenance procedures
as well as a significant decrease in engine efficiency. Research has shown that removing
dissolved oxygen from the fuel before it reaches a heated passage can result in 1/70th of the coke
buildup in injector passages [1]. However, the concern is that the high pressure, high temperature
environment of an engine’s combustion chamber will cause the fuel to re-oxygenate rapidly,
negating any positive effects of the de-oxygenating process. In connection with attempting to
better understand and find solutions to the re-oxygenation leading to coking problem, the
objective of this work was twofold. First, to develop a better understanding of the rates and
important factors in the re-oxygenation of common jet fuels (Jet A, JP-8, etc.), where computer
models and representative physical tests aided the education of the important parameters. The
second focus was then on mitigating the effects of the re-uptake of oxygen. In particular, the
possible use of titanium dioxide (titania, TiO 2) nano-structures within the injector passage are
being studied for their potential anti-coking properties. Titania structures have been shown to
render a surface oleophobic [2, 3, 4] (i.e. able to readily shed oils), and, separately, able to
photocatalytically decompose coke when exposed to UV irradiation [5, 6]. Theoretically, if the
oleophobic and photocatalytic behaviors of titania were combined within a single passage, an
injector could be manufactured such that shutting off individual injectors within a large injector
array during low power demand periods (i.e. cruise or idle) would not run the risk of coking
because there would be limited fuel to re-oxygenate and the small amount of coke build up
would be passively removed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The commercial airline sector brought in a total of $705 billion of revenue in 2016, but it spent
more than $511 billion on non-fuel costs [7]. Airline safety regulations and the operation of jet
engines force companies to spend large portions of their budgets toward the maintenance of their
fleets. One major maintenance concern is the buildup of carbonaceous deposits on the inside of
the narrow injector passages and other pre-combustor components through the process known as
thermal oxidative coking. By minimizing or eliminating the negative effects of this process,
maintenance personnel would need to replace the injector passages less often and the passages
could run at higher temperatures (less active cooling), thus improving the efficiency of the
engine. The intent of this work was to attain a more detailed knowledge of the process of oxygen
diffusion in kerosene fuels, and to use this information to explore ways to mitigate the ill-effects
of dissolved oxygen.

1.1

Thermal Oxidative Fouling

Within hydrocarbon-based combustion engines, two different processes can lead to carbon
deposits on the internal surfaces. The first is pyrolytic decomposition, which occurs when
cooling channels or combustors expose complex hydrocarbon fuels to high temperatures. The
elevated temperature causes the bonds within the molecules to break and reform, eventually
depositing solid carbon onto surfaces [8]. Fuel film cooled surfaces and regenerative- cooling
passages in rocket engines typically see this deposition process due to the extreme heat flux
present. On the other hand, the second mode of carbon deposition, thermal oxidative fouling,
occurs at lower temperatures when oxygen (or other contaminants) is dissolved within the liquid
fuel [9]. The fouling can happen in anything from a large container with a gaseous air headspace
such as a wing-board fuel tank, to the tubing found in injector passages. This second form of
coking, thermal oxidative fouling, is the cause for concern in injector passages.
Studies have shown that removing the dissolved oxygen from the fuels prior to heating can
eliminate anywhere from 80% [10] to 99% of the coke deposits [1] from the surface. However, it
is not yet well understood how rapidly fuel can re-uptake oxygen when exposed to the high
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temperature and pressure environment of the combustion chamber. It is possible that the reuptake
of oxygen could be so rapid that it negates the benefits of inline fuel deoxygenation. Therefore,
this research started by investigating the factors controlling the extent and timescale of the
oxygen reuptake process necessary to reach a critical oxygen concentration. Initially, the work
used a two-pronged approach to investigate this issue. First, it was necessary to create a
computer model in order to identify key control parameters and obtain a reasonable estimate of
the necessary timescales. Second, a physical experiment was then created to replicate the
conditions studied in the computer model and to verify the results. After completion of the
physical testing, the data analysis revealed that the original computer model did not account for
additional physical interactions which also affected the oxygen reuptake rate. Thus, the computer
model work was iterated upon to include these new effects.

3

2. ISOTHERMAL COMPUTER MODEL

In an idealized scenario, the reuptake of oxygen would occur through a pure mass diffusion
process. The partial differential equation below mathematically describes behavior.
𝑑𝐶
𝑑𝑡

-- = 𝐷 ∗ ∇2 𝐶

1

Here, C is the concentration of oxygen dissolved in the liquid and D is the diffusion coefficient
of said oxygen through the liquid. This equation is better known as the “heat equation.” While
the solution to this equation is succinct in one-dimension, and is shown in a subsequent section,
the initial desire was to examine the problem in a three-dimensional space. As such, the
computer modeling program COMSOL Multiphysics© (Comsol) was used to numerically solve
equation 1 as Comsol’s GUI made the creation of the model relatively easy. A tall column of
fluid that was initially deoxygenated was used to visualize the system. An infinitely thin, fully
saturated liquid layer at the top of the column represented a gaseous headspace. The model then
calculated the time history of the oxygen concentration throughout the column. The model
creation was further broken down into distinct portions.

2.1

Model Creation

In order to map the time history of the oxygen concentration through the column, both the
diffusion coefficient, D in Equation 1, as well as the saturation concentration were needed as
model inputs. The two resulting models handled the diffusion coefficient value in two distinct
manners.
2.1.1 Simple model
The first model used published data at a set temperature and pressure for a given liquid, in this
case water. Water was used as the fluid to provide an easy reference, and as a working fluid later
on. Figure 1 is the graphical representation of the conditions used in the formulation of the
problem.
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Fully Saturated Thin Film:
0.284 moles/m3

Constant Diffusion
Coefficient
D=1 .97x1 o- 9 m 2/s
Initial Oxygen
Concentrati on:
0 moles/m 3

..........
1cm

No Mass
Flux

Figure 1: Physical representation of the first computer model created in Comsol

The saturation concentration along with the diffusion coefficient comes from published data for
water at standard temperature and pressure exposed to standard air (20.9% oxygen) [11, 12].
While this first model proved informative in terms of important parameters and timescales, it did
not have the capability to model any condition outside the conditions of the data. By comparison,
the second model used general correlations to calculate the saturation and diffusion properties
based on temperature and pressure, thus expanding the model’s capabilities.
2.1.2 Property dependent model
The second iteration of the model used several different correlations in order to predict the
concentration and diffusion properties of a liquid for a wide range of operating conditions. For
water, the concentration of the fully saturated state was predicted by Henry’s Law [13].
Generally, Henry’s Law constant equation takes on a form of:
𝑘𝐻 =

𝑘 𝜃𝐻 ∗

𝑒

−𝛥
𝐻
( 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑛 ∗(1 − 1 ))
𝑅
𝑇 𝑇𝜃

2

where 𝑘 𝜃𝐻 is the reference constant of the specific liquid/gas system, −𝛥 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑛 𝐻 is the enthalpy of
solution, R is the universal gas constant, T is the temperature of the liquid and 𝑇 𝜃is the reference
temperature. Using the data provided by Sander [13], this standard equation evaluates to
equation 3 used in the Comsol model:
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𝑘𝐻 =

1.3𝑥10 −3

∗𝑒

(1500∗(1 − 1 ))
𝑇 298

3

𝑀
[
]
𝑎𝑡𝑚

Henry’s law states the solubility of a gaseous solute is directly proportional to the partial
pressure of the gas above the liquid, allowing for the calculation of the solubility of oxygen in
water with this coefficient.
𝑆 = 𝑘 𝐻 ∗ 𝑃𝑂2

4

Where S is the solubility of oxygen and 𝑃𝑂2 is the partial pressure of oxygen above the liquid.
This equation results in an oxygen solubility within 1% of the reported measured values [12].

However, kH data was not available for aviation kerosene. Instead, the data available was
reported in terms of Ostwald coefficients [14]. The concentration of the saturated state is then
calculated by:
𝑆=

𝑃 𝑝𝑎𝑟
∗𝐿
𝑅∗𝑇 0

5

where 𝐿0 is the Ostwald coefficient for the liquid/gas system from literature. This method of
reporting the solubility has temperature and pressure dependence built into one equation, while
Equation 2 and Equation 4 are used together when dealing with Henry’s Law.

The correlations were used to calculate the concentration limit in the individual systems. The
other major piece of information needed is the diffusion coefficients. The general Wilke’s
Correlation [15] was used in order to provide an estimate of the coefficient.
1

𝐹 ∗ (𝑥 ∗ 𝑀𝑊𝐿 ) 2 ∗ 𝑇
𝐷=
𝜂 ∗ 𝑉𝑔0.6

6

In the correlation, Wilke [15] calculated the constant F by fitting data sets of multiple
solvent/solute systems provided by different authors, x is an association parameter, 𝑉𝑔 is the
molar volume of the gas, MWL is the molecular weight of the liquid, while 𝜂 is the viscosity of
the liquid . Wilke tied the association parameter loosely to Jacobsen’s association number [16].
The number refers to the degree to which the solvent deviates from ideal. Water was found to
differ the greatest with x = 2.6, while other solvents, like Benzene and Ether, show no deviation
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(or x = 1.0) [15]. The computer models developed for this oxygen re-uptake research exercised
with water as the fluid used x = 2.6, while the Jet A models used x = 1.5. Many authors have
proposed a multitude of “refinements” [17] [18] [19] for specific solvent/solute systems, none of
them are as accurate across all possible combinations as the original equation. As there were no
alterations proposed with the oxygen/kerosene system in mind, the original Wilke’s correlation is
used. Figure 2 is the physical representation of the conditions used in the second, property
dependent computer model.

Fully Saturated Thin
Film:

K1/ Po2

Constant Diffusion
Coefficient (D)
In itial Oxygen
Concertation :
0 moles/m3

........

1 cm

No Mass
Fl ux

Figure 2: Physical representation of the second computer model created in Comsol
2.2

Model Results

Initially, the models simulated 30 hours within the system, as the diffusion coefficient of oxygen
through the liquids studied is on the order of 10-5 cm2/s. The models predicted that it would take
this long for the liquid to saturate with oxygen just a few centimeters down the column.
However, the upper observation limit for oxygen concentration was set to 2 ppm, because an
industry expert identified 2 ppm as the minimum concentration required for oxidative coking
onset1. With this upper limit in place, it was possible to identify how deep the “critical
concentration” could penetrate under given environmental conditions. Figure 3 displays the

1
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resulting analysis over a range of temperatures from -40°C to 200°C in JP-8 conducted at
atmospheric pressure.
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The data reveals that even at temperatures below freezing, oxygen can diffuse back into the fluid
in large enough concentrations to cause problems with tube blockage. At 150°C it takes only 10
minutes for the concentration to increase to the point of oxidative fouling 2 cm into the injector
passages. The data also makes it very apparent that the depth of the measurement location is
extremely important.
In addition to predicting system behavior at different temperatures, the model can also predict
system behavior at elevated pressures. Figure 4 depicts the critical concentration penetration in
JP-8 as above, however this figure models the behavior if the liquid column were exposed to a
pressure of 29 psia (2.02 bar). While the correlations do not predict the diffusion coefficient to
change with pressure, the increased solubility of the oxygen in the liquid acts as an increased
driving force. The increased driving force in turn causes the critical concentration of oxygen to
penetrate the liquid farther, meaning that the high temperature and pressure environment at an
injector tip will create potential coking conditions which will likely reach farther into the injector
line than if the injector was at room temperature and pressure. These two figures provide a
general picture of the timescales and likely behaviors of the system.
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2.3

Analytical Solution

Experimentation with the computer model resulted in the discovery that the problem collapsed
into a single dimension if the model neglects buoyancy effects. As such, it is possible to find an
analytical solution to Equation 1. Below are the boundary conditions used in the solution
process:
𝐶(0, 𝑡) = 𝑆

7

𝑑𝐶
(𝐿, 𝑡) = 0
𝑑𝑥

8

𝐶 (𝑥, 0) = 0

9

These three equations are the mathematical disruption of the boundary conditions shown in
Figure 2. The boundary conditions make the partial differential equation (PDE) nonhomogeneous. While the PDE nature of the problem complicates the solution, it is still
obtainable. The solution is found by first converting the problem to a homogenous form:
𝑣 (𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝐶 (𝑥, 𝑡) − 𝑤 (𝑥)

10

𝑑 2𝑤
=0
𝑑𝑥 2

11

𝑤(0) = 𝑆

12

𝑑𝑤
(𝐿) = 0
𝑑𝑥

13

𝑤(𝑥) = 𝐴1 𝑥 + 𝐴 2

14

𝑤 (0) = 𝐴1 (0) + 𝐴 2 = 𝑆 𝐴 2 = 𝑆

15

𝑑𝑤
= 𝐴1 = 0
𝑑𝑥

16

𝑤(𝑥) = 𝑆

17

where:

The solution for w(x) can be found:

Calculating the boundary conditions of the new v(x,t) term:

11

𝑣(0, 𝑡) = 𝐶 (0, 𝑡) − 𝑤 (0) = 𝑆 − 𝑆 = 0

18

𝑑𝑣
𝑑𝐶
𝑑𝑤
(𝐿, 𝑡) =
(𝐿, 𝑡) −
(𝐿) = 0 − 0 = 0
𝑑𝑥
𝑑𝑥
𝑑𝑥

19

𝑣(𝑥, 0) = 𝐶(𝑥, 0) − 𝑤(𝑥) = 0 − 𝑆 = −𝑆

20

With this information, the resulting equation left to solve is:
𝑑𝑣
𝑑 2𝑣
= 𝐷∗ 2
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑥

21

which has the general solution of:
2𝐷𝑡

𝑣(𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝑒 −𝜆

(𝐶1 cos(𝜆𝑥) + 𝐶2 sin(𝜆𝑥)

22

Applying the boundary conditions given by Equations 18-20, the solution becomes:
𝑣(𝑥, 𝑡) = ∑ 𝐶𝑛𝑒

𝑛𝜋 2
𝑛𝜋
−( ) 𝐷𝑡
2𝐿
sin ( 𝑥)

2𝐿

23

Using Fourier series expansion, Cn can be solved for
4𝑆
𝑣 (𝑥, 𝑡) = −
𝜋

∑
𝑛=1,3,5…

1 −(𝑛𝜋)2 𝐷𝑡
𝑛𝜋
𝑒 2𝐿
sin ( 𝑥)
𝑛
2𝐿
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Finally, solving for the original C(x,t) equation:
𝐶 (𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝑣(𝑥, 𝑡) + 𝑤 (𝑥) = 𝑆 −

4𝑆
𝜋

∑
𝑛=1,3,5…

1 −(𝑛𝜋)2 𝐷𝑡
𝑛𝜋
𝑒 2𝐿
sin ( 𝑥)
𝑛
2𝐿

Equation 25 proved invaluable in the data analysis portion of the project. Least squares
methodology was used to fit the data to this equation. The resulting curve fit allowed for a
comparison between the apparent diffusion coefficients measured during physical tests.
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3. PHYSICAL EXPERIMENTS

With the isothermal computer model completed and a myriad of environmental conditions
simulated, physical experiments were then conducted to verify the results. Verification was
accomplished via a simple apparatus displayed in Figure 5. This apparatus replicated the small
column of water with a gaseous headspace, but was made much shorter due to the excessively
long run times for tall columns found during the modeling portion of the work.

3.1

Apparatus Design

During the design process of the physical experiment, care was taken in order to replicate the
isothermal computer model as closely as possible while adding further capabilities. As such,
Table 1 was established as a guideline during the design.
Table 1: Physical test apparatus design requirements and justifications
Requirement
Bulk Temperature:
±2°C from set
Temperature
Gradient: <2°C
Survivability: ~80°C
Operating Pressure:
0.187 to 13.79 bar
(2.66 to 200 psi)
De-gassing in
chamber
De-gassing Pressure:
~0.05 bar (0.73 psi)
Oxygen
measurement:
0 to ~70 ppm
Ability to Test
Common Injector
Materials

Justification/Reason
• Diffusion of oxygen highly dependent on temperature (changes up
to 8% in 4°C)
• Limit thermally-induced motion
• Minimize diffusion coefficient differences within fluid
• Tests will most likely be limited by oxygen sensor maximum
temperature
• Atmospheric pressure at 40,000 ft to near injector level pressure
• Will need to de-gas (de-oxygenate) fluid prior to each test
• Vacuum, and nitrogen sparging
• Low vacuum defined by National Physical Laboratory
• Based on initial Comsol models
• Interchangeable test bar, with optical access
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The main chamber of the apparatus was made out of 304 stainless steel 4” square tube stock with
a solid plate welded to one side. The stainless steel tube stock provided a compatible surface for
water and kerosene in an easy to implement shape. The front of the chamber had a small O-ring
groove machined into it so a removable glass window could be sealed to the front during testing.
In order to meet the bulk temperature control requirement, electrical patch heaters were affixed
to the three metal sides and bottom to provide as even heating as possible. Four different T-Type
thermocouples monitored the temperature at incremental depths. This multi-thermocouple set-up
allowed the test operator to monitor for any thermal gradients present in the fluid. The pressure
requirements were eventually reduced later, and the glass window/elastomer O-ring were able to
seal the apparatus at the maximum tested pressure of 29 psia. The de-gassing and saturation of
the fluid was accomplished through the use of a vacuum ejector and shop air connected to the
main chamber as seen in Figure 5. The pressure in the headspace of the chamber was monitored
by a Druck 0-60 psia pressure transducer.
Initially, the goal was to eventually operate the chamber at 150°C or higher and visually record
any resulting coking. This was accommodated by using an interchangeable test bar in the center
of the chamber. This bar could be replaced easily between tests and permit testing of common
injector materials. The bar was held in place by an electrical cartridge heater swaged to the
underside of the chamber. This heater also provided yet another distributed heating point for
temperature control.

3.2

Environmental Controls

Temperature and pressure of the system were identified as the most important factors in the
diffusion process. As such, the physical system needed to be able to control the environment
within the chamber to significant level of repeatability. Needle valves controlled the pressure via
the flow in, flow out, and vacuum flow paths. The needle values permitted continuous flow of air
into the headspace while maintaining constant pressure. A transducer tapped into the headspace
of the chamber monitored the pressure.
In addition to being able to heat the fluid to a set temperature, the apparatus needed to be able to
maintain that set temperature throughout the fluid. Any temperature gradients would initiate
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convection currents, causing the mixing of fluid and changing the process from a pure mass
diffusion process into a more complex fluid flow problem and thereby negate the analysis shown
in Section 2.3. A Proportional, Integral, Derivative (PID) temperature controller connected to the
electrical patch heaters attempted to minimize any thermal gradients.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 5: Diffusion test apparatus, (a) front CAD render, (b) side CAD render, (c) fully
assembled on stand with plumbing and instrumentation

3.3

Oxygen Concentration Measurement

While common lab instrumentation handled the monitoring of pressure and temperature, the
monitoring of the dissolved oxygen required a more unique senor system. When examining the
potential options for measuring dissolved oxygen content within liquids, several potential
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techniques were identified. Table 2 below summarizes the techniques examined along with
analysis of the benefits and drawbacks of each technique.
Table 2: Dissolved oxygen measurement techniques with individual pros and cons
Method
Polarographic

Optical
Membrane
Introduced Mass
Spec./ Residual
Gas Analysis
Laser Spec.
Gas
Chromatography
With Helium
Ionization/Thermal
Conductivity
Detector

Pros
• Availability
•
•
•
•

Ease of use
Truly non-intrusive
Rapid response
Highest temperature range
(~80°C)

Cons
• Multiple hour set up (polarization)
• Consumable electrolyte liquid
• Operable temperature range (<50°C)
• Interactivity with certain organic
compounds (ex: Toluene)

• Reliable mass spec

• Removes oxygen from test cell
• Expensive
• Operable temperature range (<50°C)

• Accurate and Precise

• Removes oxygen from test cell
• Requires separate oxygen extraction
unit
• Operable temperature range (<50°C)

• Full range (low ppm to 100% )
• Self-contained units available

• Multiple detectors needed for range
• Removes oxygen from test cell
• Operable temperature range (<50°C)

Because the optical technique had the highest operable temperature range (~80°C) and was
completely non-intrusive, it was selected for implementation. An optical system, called Neofox,
from Ocean Optics© (Figure 6) was purchased to monitor the dissolved oxygen content of the
chamber. Ocean Optics© impregnates the patches with a dye which fluoresces with the LED
excitement. This system measured the dissolved oxygen concentration by first flashing a sensor
patch on the inside of the test cell with a blue LED and then measuring the duration of the
fluorescence emitted from the patch via bifurcated fiber optic cable. The patches are constructed
of an oxygen permeable material, ensuring that the oxygen concentration in the patch was in
equilibrium with the fluid in which it is immersed. As the oxygen concentration increases in the
patch, the decay time of the fluorescent dye decreases due to oxygen quenching. The sensor
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system is calibrated to translate the measured decay time into oxygen concentration. The current
system is viable in both liquids and gases up to 100oC, suffering some loss of accuracy above
80oC. When compared to other types of measurement devices, the Neofox© system had a wider
range of liquid compatibility and operational temperature. Being limited in operational
temperature by physical measurement techniques, tests were conducted up to the maximum
possible temperature, verifying the computer model up to 80°C. The verified model could then
be used to extrapolate data at higher temperatures.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Neofox System representations, (a) system is non-invasive measuring concentration
through optical access, (b) system ability to monitor oxygen both in liquid and in the headspace
above said liquid [20]
The system came with 8 millimeter diameter patches. While the patches are objectively small,
this scale was still relevant when measuring the time history of the system. When examining the
concentration time history of several different locations, it became apparent that the variation of
several millimeters in depth results in a shift in concentration of several ppm at any given time.
Figure 7 displays the high degree of dependence by comparing three depths that exist across a
single measurement patch used by the Neofox system. The virtual probe location refers to the
depth used in the model analysis. Compensation attempts were made during the physical tests as
well as during data analysis to try to account for this extreme dependence.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7: Concentration in water time history dependence on depth, (a) resulting concentration
time history change according to computer model (b) variation of depth across a single RedEye©
patch
3.4

Procedure

Initially, the chamber is filled to a predetermined level through the fill/drain line. The
temperature controller is then set to the predetermined set temperature and the cell begins to heat.
While the fluid is being heated, the liquid is sparged/aerated with dry shop air to fully saturate
the sample with oxygen for sensor calibration. Once the liquid reaches a steady temperature, the
sparge gas is turned off, and the patch/fluid is allowed to equilibrate, at which point the top end
calibration point is recorded. With this complete, the sparge line is switched to a nitrogen feed to
de-oxygenate the sample. Figure 8 is a close up image of the chamber during the sparging
operation using water. The cell headspace is also switched to the vacuum ejector flow path to
lower the headspace pressure to aid in the de-oxygenation process. This low pressure continues
for 15-20 minutes to remove the oxygen from solution. The vacuum ejector flow path is closed,
while still flowing nitrogen into the fluid. When the pressure in the cell reaches slightly above
atmospheric, the nitrogen is shutoff to create an inert atmosphere within the cell with no
possibility of air/oxygen intrusion due to the slight positive pressure. The patch and fluid are
allowed to equilibrate once again and this point is recorded as the low end calibration. After the
calibration is completed, the test begins by allowing dry shop air to flow into and out of the
headspace of the test chamber to keep the headspace at a constant 20.9% oxygen as some of the
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oxygen dissolves into the fluid and begins to diffuse downwards necessitating the introduction of
fresh oxygen. As the oxygen diffuses down into the liquid, the concentration at set locations is
recorded by the external Neofox system. This process is allowed to run uninterrupted for up to
several hours, depending on the specific test. At the end of the test, the data recording is stopped
along with the air flow into the system. The cell is then drained into the fluid reservoir. When not
in use, the cell is constantly purged with nitrogen to dry the cell and keep the patches viable for
as long as possible as constant soaking of the patch, especially in kerosene, accelerated the
degradation of the membrane and adhesive. The degradation required patch replacement
approximately every ten tests if they were kept dry.

Figure 8: Nitrogen sparging of water
3.5

Experimental Results

Experiments were carried out in such a manner as to examine the effect of temperature and
headspace pressure while replicating the conditions and assumptions of the isothermal computer
model. Table 1 shows the conditions tested using both water and JP-8.
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Table 3: Test parameters of all physical tests completed
Material Pressure (psia)
Temperature (°C)
15
21, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70, 80
Water
30
30, 40
JP-8
15
11, 20, 21, 22, 30, 35, 40, 50, 60

3.5.1 Oxygen diffusion tests with water
Water was used as the first working liquid to provide a basis for comparison, as was the case in
the building of the original isothermal computer model. A least squares approach fit the
concentration time history to Equation 25 using the depth at the top of the patch for x. Using the
top of the patch depth resulted in measured diffusion coefficients 54% closer to the published
data [15] than when using the center of the patch depth. The computer model predicted this high
degree of dependence on the depth from the liquid/air surface. Figure 9 displays the isothermal
computer model prediction for 5 mm (the top of the patch) overlaid with two physical tests with
the sensor system centered at 9 mm below the waterline. The fact that the sensor system more
closely reflected the behavior predicted at the top of the patch may be due to the much higher
diffusion coefficient within the patch when compared to water. When the oxygen reaches the top
of the patch it is absorbed by the patch, then “spreads” across the entire patch due to a high
diffusion coefficient. The spreading of the oxygen causes the patch to equilibrate to the oxygen
concentration in the liquid at the top of the patch.

Figure 9: Depth dependence of the concentration history across a single patch
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Displayed in Figure 10 is the predicted behavior at two different depths, 3.5 and 5 mm. The 1.5
mm difference in depth used for x results in a 30-minute difference in time to the critical
concentration of 2 ppm. The distinct offset displays the high degree of oxygen concentration
dependence on the depth used during the least squares fitting of the test data.
The error bar shown on the Figure 10 plot reflects the variation observed in the recorded data in
what should have been a constant concentration situation. Error check tests were completed for
every liquid/temperature/pressure combination tested. The liquid was purposely fully saturated
with oxygen by sparging the sample with air. Then the measurement system was set to record the
concentration for 30 minutes. The spread of the data from the steady state measurement is the
size of the error bar depicted in all data fit plots.

Figure 10: Model and physical tests data comparison for water at 60°C

3.5.1.1 Temperature tests
Running a series of experiments ranging from 30 to 60°C for multiple hours each resulted in the
trends displayed in Figure 11. The data reflects that as the temperature of the liquid is increased,
the saturation point of oxygen decreases. Also displayed is the trend that higher temperatures
result in a faster rise to the saturation point, with the 30°C test requiring over 7 hours while the
60°C test reached saturation in under 4 hours. It should be noted that during the 60°C extended
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test, the waterline fell below the sensor due to water evaporation during the test and more water
was not added as mixing would introduce error.

Figure 11: Temperature dependence of concentration time history in water
Fitting a series of tests (35°, 40°, 50°, 60°, 70°, and 80°C) completed over the course of two days
to the analytical equation results in the diffusion coefficients displayed in Figure 12(a). These
particular tests were selected because they were all completed using the same patches and the
chamber was not disassembled between any of the test runs. These four tests should therefore be
consistent with one another. The format displayed in Figure 12 is identical to the format used by
Wilke in the original derivation of the diffusion coefficient correlation [15] and the format was
mirrored here to more readily compare it to the original literature. The measured coefficient
tracks well with the Wilke’s correlation for the 35°, 40°, 50° and 60°C tests. Thermal gradients
are believed to be the cause of the deviation seen in the 70° and 80°C tests. While the test
chamber was designed to minimize temperature gradients and the associated buoyancy driven
mixing effects, it was difficult to keep the liquid perfectly isothermal throughout the multi-hour
tests. It was especially problematic to ensure the fluid was isothermal during higher temperature
tests, as the high temperature tests required heavy usage of electric heaters on the chamber.
While the heaters were placed strategically to heat the liquid evenly, they still apply heat at
distinct locations, resulting in “hot spots” on the chamber walls. The mixing effect the hot spots
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caused within the chamber would increase the apparent diffusion rate, in turn causing the fitted
diffusion coefficients to be higher than the correlation predicts. Even so, the tests completed
closer to room temperature reflect the expected behavior better due to minimal thermal gradients.
Figure 12(d) displays the ideal behavior of the concentration time history using the measured
diffusion coefficient for the test at temperatures between 35 and 60°C. As the temperature
increases, the saturation concentration decreases. At the same time, the rate of change of
concentration is initially steeper, only leveling off as the concentration approaches the saturation
point.
Also examined were the measured coefficient in terms of applicable dimensionless numbers.
Figure 12(b) and Figure 12(c) show two such parameters; the Schmidt and Lewis numbers,
respectively. These dimensionless numbers are useful when examining combined thermal and
physical processes. The Schmidt number is the mass transfer equivalent of the Prandtl number,
and the Schmidt number is used in heat and mass transfer analogies to compare the growth of the
momentum boundary and concentration boundary in flowing systems. The Lewis number is
useful when comparing the thermal profile to the concentration profile. When the Lewis number
is greater than one, it is safe to assume that the liquid column will reach steady state temperature
before than the bottom of the column reaches steady state concentration.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 12: Fitted and predicted water/oxygen diffusion test comparison, (a) predicted vs
measured coefficient, (b) Schmidt number comparison, (c) Lewis Number comparison, (d)
predicted time history using measured coefficients
3.5.1.2 Pressurized water tests
Theoretically, an increase in pressure should only alter the saturation concentration of the
solute/solvent system and the increased saturation would then drive the diffusion process faster.
However, the diffusion coefficient should remain unchanged.
Figure 13 displays the recorded behavior of the water system at 29 psia and 40°C. The fitted
30°C coefficient is 42% higher than, but not twice as high as, the maximum coefficient measured
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in the ambient pressure tests. Figure 14 shows the measured diffusion coefficients at 15 psia
compared to the single point measurement of the elevated pressure tests. While the increased
pressure diffusion coefficient is above the data from the 15 psia tests, the evidence is not clear
enough to conclude that the difference in the coefficient is due to the pressure change alone. The
data recorded for the 29 psia tests suggests that the diffusion coefficient decreases with an
increase of temperature, which does not physically make sense nor does it match the trends seen
in all of the 15 psia tests. Instead, I believe that the apparent change in the diffusion coefficient is
likely due to the increase of air/surface interaction that caused mixing in the liquid. The increase
liquid/air interaction was caused by higher flowrates of air into the chamber and across the
surface of the liquid to maintain the positive pressure. Becasue there was no consistent increase
of the calculated diffusion coefficient with an increase in pressure, I decided not to test JP -8 at
increased pressure, instead focusing on measuring the temperature dependency of the system, as
temperature had a consistently observable effect on the diffusion rate.

Figure 13: Concentration profile fitting of water at 40°C and 29 psia
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Figure 14: Comparison of average diffusion coefficient (with 95% confidence interval)
compared to diffusion coefficient measured at 29 psia
3.5.1.3 Water depth tests
The measurement method selected for this research allowed two depth locations to be monitored
simultaneously during a single test. Several tests were completed while monitoring a patch
centered at 9 mm below the surface of the liquid as well as a patch 29 mm below (top of patches
located 5 and 25 mm below waterline respectively). According to the model, this increased
distance between the probe point and the water/gas interface should act as a buffer against
oxygen uptake. While longer induction times were noted for the lower location, as displayed in
Figure 15, the time observed in the physical tests were several orders of magnitude less than
what the model predicted for a pure mass diffusion process. Previous tests had already
established the fact that there were thermal gradients within the test chamber. While the thermal
gradient effects were noticeable at the shallow probe point, they became the driving mechanism
at the deeper points.
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Figure 15: Depth comparison of water at 35°C. Legend is for both left and right figures
3.5.2 Oxygen Diffusion Tests with JP-8
3.5.2.1 Temperature tests
Understanding the intricacies of the test apparatus was made possible by first working with water
before moving onto aviation grade kerosene. JP-8 was used as it had the same relevant properties
as Jet A used in the model, and a supply of JP-8 was readily available.
When analyzing the data from the JP-8 tests, it became apparent that the measured behavior near
ambient temperatures reflected the predicted behavior more accurately than the water tests.
Figure 16 shows that the tests run at ambient temperature and pressure resulted in a similar
behavior between the experiment and prediction for 3.5 and 5 mm deep. The increased viscosity
of JP-8 compared to water at room temperature [14, 11] should help mitigate the thermally
driven buoyancy currents within the fluid when not being actively heated. With the currents
reduced, the system behaves more like the idealized pure diffusion process, slowing the spread of
oxygen.
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Figure 16: Concentration time history for JP-8 at 21°C

While JP-8 is more viscous, it is also approximately five times less thermally conductive than
water [14], which can lead to larger thermal gradients within a sample. Temperatures at the top
and bottom of the column differed by as much as 2°C during some of the elevated temperature
tests. The thermal gradients became so large as to negate the effect of the increased viscosity and
create more mixing within the column, thus increasing the measured diffusion coefficient. Figure
17 displays the test data from one such test completed at 50°C and atmospheric pressure.
According to the sensor data, there is a near instantaneous rise in oxygen concentration. If the
process was a pure diffusion process, the spike in concentration would be physically impossible
without a diffusion coefficient close to infinity. The observed behavior is assumed to be caused
by a large amount of mixing within the chamber.
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Figure 17: JP-8 Test data at 50°C reflecting increased mixing artificially increasing diffusion
coefficient
3.5.2.2 JP-8 depth tests
As with water, the depth dependency of the system behavior was monitored through a pair of
patches used at set locations during testing. Figure 18 displays the recorded data for one such
test. The relative behavior is the same as the water tests in that the depth does provide a small
barrier to concentration, but not as much as predicted, most likely caused by the temperature
gradients created in the column.

Figure 18: JP-8 Concentration time history of JP-8 at 50°C
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3.6

Discussion

When analyzing data across all tests completed with water and JP-8, it is possible to examine the
trends between the control variables and the calculated diffusion coefficients. Figure 19 displays
the linear fit analysis between temperature, the main independent variable identified, and the
measured diffusion coefficient. It also displays the confidence and prediction interval resulting
from the spread of the data. The data was fit to a linear curve as the Wilke’s correlation [15]
predicts an approximately linear correlation between diffusion coefficient and temperature.
There is a second, non-linear, relationship with temperature correlated to the viscosity of the
fluid, but it is assumed to have an exponent less than one. Using the least squares fit, it becomes
possible to calculate an estimate of the effective diffusion coefficient of specific systems
measuring only the temperature. Work detailed in Section 4 is aimed at including the effects of
small thermal gradient induced mixing (and thus depth) into the diffusion coefficient predictions.

(a)

(b)

Figure 19: Diffusion coefficient data fitting vs temperature at 15 psia: a) Water 5 mm depth, b)
JP-8 5 mm depth
Using the equations from Figure 19, it is possible to compare the fitted values and predicted
diffusion coefficients across all temperatures. It is recommended that the linear equation should
not be used to extrapolate beyond the temperatures tested. Figure 20 shows the fitted diffusion
equation for water at atmospheric pressure located 5 mm from the surface of the liquid. One can
see that the Wilke’s correlation is not strictly linear with regard to temperature, due again to the
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dependence on the viscosity of the solvents. However, the linear approximation is appropriate for
the given temperature range. The fitted coefficient is offset in the positive direction due to the
added mixing behaviors within the test chamber. Figure 21(a) and Figure 21(b) show the fitted
data prediction compared to the Wilke’s correlation in terms of the dimensionless parameters
described earlier. Both figures show that as the temperature increases, the difference between the
fitted prediction and Wilke’s correlation become smaller. The trend means that systems at
elevated temperatures should behave more akin to that predicted in Wilke’s, but will diverge
from the prediction at lower temperatures.

Figure 20: Fitted diffusion coefficient compared to prediction from Wilke's correlation
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(a)

(b)

Figure 21: Dimensionless parameters comparing Wilke's correlation to the data derived fit, (a)
Schmidt number, (b) Lewis number
Whereas the water tests showed some deviation from Wilke’s correlation, the JP -8 tests showed
far larger deviations. The JP-8 tests also resulted in the opposite trend. An increase of
temperature increased the difference between measured and predicted. The larger thermal
gradients in the JP-8 samples overwhelmed the increased viscosity and induced more mixing.
Figure 22 displays the increased mixing within the chamber by comparing the data fitted
diffusion coefficient to the prediction obtained by using Wilke’s correlation. The apparent
discrepancy is relatively small around room temperatures, as reflected in the fit of Figure 16;
however, the difference increases with increasing temperature.
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Figure 22: JP-8 Data fitted diffusion coefficient compared to Wilke's correlation prediction

Earlier experimentation with the Comsol model resulted in a prediction of the penetration depth
of a critical concentration of oxygen into a fluid column as shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4. The
same analysis was repeated, replacing Wilke’s correlation with the data fit prediction from the
physical experiments for the diffusion coefficient. In that this prediction was created via tests
operating over a smaller temperature range than the original model covered, the model was run
for a temperature range of 20 to 60°C. Figure 23 is the resulting analysis of the reduced
temperature range model.
The data fit prediction results in a critical concentration of oxygen reaching almost 4 cm deep in
1 hour in JP-8 at 60°C. If the fuel flow to a passage is stopped for a significant amount of time
the passage is expected to uptake enough oxygen to begin coking. However, the data fit
coefficients can lead one to to speculate that the fuel will not absorb enough oxygen to pose a
serious coking problem if the stagnation periods are kept short (less than a minute).
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Figure 23: Reduced range computer model using data fit diffusion coefficient prediction
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3.7

Conclusions from Physical Tests

The occurrence of the re-uptake of oxygen by previously deoxygenated aviation fuel has
remained heretofore relatively unstudied. A simple fluid column with a gaseous air space was
modeled and physically representative tests were conducted in order to better understand the
phenomenon. The experiments conducted with water made evident several behaviors of the
fluid-air interaction. First, while the oxygen uptake by the tested columns of liquid is faster than
predicted by a diffusion-only model, it is not instantaneous. The uptake of oxygen requires a
measurable amount of idle time exposed to air for the liquid to reach critical concentrations of
oxygen. Second, even within a highly controlled environment, a pure mass diffusion process,
unaffected by thermal gradients, is improbable. The test chamber was thermally controlled with
strategically located heaters and large thermal mass but small temperature gradients still
developed within the fluid. The thermal gradients caused buoyancy-induced mixing, increasing
the apparent diffusion rate and the depth of critical concentration for a set duration. However, the
concentration time history still followed the solution to the diffusion equation, if only with a
higher coefficient. The behavior of the physical system led us to believe that a lumped-parameter
diffusion coefficient correlation, which includes variables for the diffusion and buoyancyinduced mixing effects, can be created. Such a correlation would allow for the analysis of a
similar system without relying on time-consuming numerical methods and instead use an
analytical solution.
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4. THERMALLY INHOMOGENEOUS COMPUTER MODEL

Upon further examination of the data from the physical tests, specifically the depth tests, it was
concluded that there were substantial thermal gradients within the test chamber. For the tests
under 70°C, the thermal gradients within the column were less than the accuracy of T-type
thermocouples used. For the tests conducted at 70°C and above, the gradients were measurable
(however only barely) and recorded in the data. The small gradients (±1°C) were enough to
induce convection currents and increase the apparent diffusion coefficient four-fold or more over
the predicted coefficient, as seen in Figure 22. The data from the physical tests indicated that
currents were able to introduce oxygen to both of the patches within seconds of the air flow
starting in several tests.
In order to better explain and thus predict the magnitude of the thermal effect, a second model
was created. The second model was fully two-dimensional with added convection currents due to
varying thermal gradients at the wall. Figure 24 below shows the graphical representation of the
model created in Comsol. The boundary conditions shown were used to verify that the answer
was grid independent, and then changed to reflect individual test runs. The grid check was
accomplished by using finer and finer meshes until the concentration histories at the two probe
points stopped changing from mesh to mesh.
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Figure 24: Initial setup of fully 2D Comsol model. Boundary conditions on all sides were natural
convection with the listed temperature. Headspace was set at the average temperature of the
room and test temperature
4.1

Mesh Convergence

Because this thermally inhomogeneous model was 2D and involved laminar fluid flow, a more
refined mesh was necessary than that which was used in the isothermal model. Figure 25 below
is the magnitude of difference between the “current” mesh and the previous mesh for the two
probe points. The grids used were the built in refinement levels in Comsol: Coarser, Coarse,
Normal, Fine, Finer, Extra Fine, and Extremely Fine. It was observed that between the “Coarser”
and the “Coarse” grids, the predicted behavior changed drastically, while increasing to higher
refinement levels resulted in relatively small changes after reaching “Normal” refinement. In
fact, due to the chaotic nature of the problem, solving the model using the “Fine” grid two
separate times resulted in answers with the same order of magnitude difference as was seen in
between the other grids. As such, the grid used in all future iterations was the “Fine” grid,
finding that it struck healthy balance of refinement and required computational time. This “Fine”
mesh uses a total of 30,000 elements. With the mesh refinement study complete, I began the task
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of running the model at a range of set temperatures reflecting what had been previously tested
physically.

Figure 25: Convergence behavior of the grid refinement study
4.2

Convection Currents

When examining the physical test data, along with some initial Comsol models that included
buoyancy effects, it became apparent that a large consideration was left out when designing the
chamber. Initially, the test chamber was to run for long durations at high temperatures with
kerosene while, ideally, actively monitoring any coke build up on the internal test bar. As such,
the front of the chamber was a large glass window. This window was not heated like the other
walls of the chamber. Therefore, large natural convection currents were established within the
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chamber, as the glass face was open to the air. Unfortunately, the current could “drag” oxygen
saturated liquid down along the wall, right to where the measurement patches were located. The
sinking oxygen rich currents resulted in the increased value of the measured diffusion coefficient
as reflected in Figure 19.
The inhomogeneous model was tested with water properties at “set” temperatures from 30°C to
70°C by increments of 10°C. Figure 26 below shows the comparison to the physical data
obtained during testing.

Figure 26: Full natural convection Comsol model as compared to fitted physical test data for
water. Above: 9 mm water line to center. Below: 29 mm waterline to center
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The scatter within the data points collected from the Comsol model displays the highly chaotic
nature of this system and illustrates the complexity of the coking phenomenon seen in injector
passages. Examination of the predicted concentration in the 2D space shows why the thermal
gradients contributed so greatly to the apparent diffusion calculation. Figure 27 shows an
isothermal model compared to the full convection model at different times. It is apparent that the
glass window front provided an excellent cooling source, which caused the fluid to fall from the
top of the column to the bottom, pulling oxygen with the current. This falling current resulted in
the patches reading a much higher concentration than they would have had there been no fluid
movement.
If given more time to further explore the oxygen diffusion phenomenon, there would be plenty of
areas which merit additional testing and analysis, such as the control of thermal gradients and
their effects on the oxygen re-uptake process. However, it was determined that such work was
being advanced elsewhere by teams that had access to beneficial proprietary information.
Instead, the focus of the research project shifted from explaining the phenomenon of thermal
oxidative coking to exploring possible methods to remediate it.
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60 seconds

720 seconds

1260 seconds
(a)
(b)
Figure 27: Comsol prediction for concentration distribution at various times at 40°C in mol/m3.
(a): Full natural convection (b): Isothermal
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5. TITANIA-BASED REMEDIATION MEASURES

Using the knowledge gained through the isothermal and thermally inhomogeneous computer
models and the physical tests discussed above, work began on finding a way to mitigate the
coking phenomenon that would occur in an injector line due to the re-uptake of oxygen. The
most promising method identified was to attack the coking process directly, rather than try to
mitigate the oxygen diffusion process, which was impractical due to the chaotic nature of the
fluid flow observed in the physical tests as well as the requirement that no additives could be
used in the fuel.
The obvious method of preventing the start of the coking phenomenon is to remove the fuel from
the line before oxygen diffuses into and mixes with the fuel, and the fuel subsequently heats
within the passage. If compatible with the system operation, a short air purge or, if available, a
gravity drain following the injector shutdown could easily accomplish this removal. Nonetheless,
small pockets and fuel films will likely remain in a standard line. However, if the line is made
oleophobic (oil repellant), the purge should be able to remove almost all of the fuel from the line,
successfully negating any kind of thermal oxidative fouling.
An extensive literature review identified a promising method of turning a metallic surface
oleophobic through the introduction of titanium-based nano-structures. Previous work has been
able to create a mix of titanium dioxide (titania) micro- and nano-structures, that, when modified
with a fluoroalkylsilane, become highly oleophobic. Not only can titania be made oleophobic, it
also naturally photocatalyzes the decomposition of coke. When titania is exposed to UV
radiation, an electron is excited into the conduction band and the electron/hole combination can
begin reduction and oxidation processes leading toward coke decomposition. In fact, titania
surfaces have been shown capable of removing soot deposits by converting the surface carbon
into CO2 and leaving the titania surface unharmed. Therefore, even if the fractionally minute
amount of fuel remaining after a purge in an oleophobic passage proceeds to coke, the
photocatalytic behavior of the surface could passively clean itself using UV radiation.
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5.1

Previous Work

A multitude of sources found presented promising procedures and results in furtherance of
creating an anti-coking surface. Many authors created titania using a variety of methods like
Chemical and Physical Vapor Deposition (CVD/PVD) [5, 6], Sol-Gel [21], spin coating [22],
among others. However, these methods resulted in thin coatings of titania on the surface of
specific substrates. Such a coating would be prone to wear, flaking, and failure in long term
operation. Instead, the process identified as most promising for the intended application was the
controlled direct anodization of a pure titanium or titanium alloy substrate [4, 3]. Anodization of
titanium is very simple and is a common practice in the jewelry industry as it can turn the metal a
variety of colors without paint or coatings. This process uses an electrolyte dissolved in water
and an electric current established through the working piece. The current splits the water into O 2
and H2. The O2 is attracted to the positively charged working pieces and imparted with enough
energy to penetrate the surface titanium and form a thicker layer of TiO 2. Depending on the
electrical potential applied to the system, the oxygen is able to penetrate to varying depths,
changing the thickness of the layer. When light hits the newly formed titania, constructive and
destructive interference results in a different color being reflected from the surface [23].
The jewelry process, while sufficient to create amorphous, unstructured titania on the surface of
a substrate, is insufficient for developing oleophobic behavior. Creating such a surface requires a
much higher degree of control of the surface morphology than is required for color development.
To be oleophobic, a surface must have a hierarchical pattern of micro- and nano-scale roughness
in order to trap air beneath the liquid drop. Figure 28 is a representation of such a hierarchical
surface along with the different states of wetting it can experience. The “W” notation in Figure
28 stands for the Wenzel state of wetting wherein the liquid is in contact with the surface
everywhere, including depressions and holes. The “CB” notation stands for the Cassie-Baxter
state of wetting wherein there is air trapped between the surface and the liquid.
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Figure 28: Various states of wetting on a hierarchical surface. (a) Fully wetted (b) nano-scale
wetted (c) micro-scale wetted (d) neither wetted. Adapted from Gao et al. [24]
Creating hierarchical surface topology can be accomplished using anodization with a specialized
electrolyte mixture and precise voltage control. Several papers were identified wherein such a
process was used, and an effort began to replicate the results on flat substrates.
In addition to being able to form hierarchical surfaces, the anodization process changes the outer
surface of the substrate into titania which, as mentioned earlier, can remove carbon buildup
present on or near the surface photocatalytically [25-31]. Due to the valance/conduction band
structure within titania, UV light is able to excite an electron into the conduction band from the
valence band. This electron/hole combination then has enough energy to decompose different
molecules, such as form hydroxyl radicals from water. The radicals then react with surface
carbon, breaking the carbon-carbon bonds. The result is that carbon reacts with oxygen to form
CO2 and leaves the surface. Figure 29 is a representation of the catalytic behavior as recorded in
literature.
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Figure 29: Graphical representation of the photocatalytic process which occurs when titania is
exposed to UV light [25]

There are two potential exploitations of the photocatalytic behavior. First, the combustion of JP8 emits UV light peaking around 315 nm [26], which is sufficient to excite titania. Thus, the
combustion process in a running engine could passively remove coke build up from surfaces as
the carbon is deposited. While this passive mode operation would work for components near the
combustion chamber itself, UV emissions would likely not migrate back into long, narrow, and
complex fuel lines. These obscured areas require purposeful exposure to UV, and herein lies the
second exploitation. Corning Inc. has created a fiber optic cable capable of transmitting light
efficiently in the UV range [27]. However, this fiber is uniformly “flawed” with air bubbles that
cause the fiber to emit the light evenly out the side of the fiber instead of transmitting it down the
entire length. Shustack et al initially created the fiber for photocuring resins and epoxies in areas
that could not be exposed to UV light from an external source [28]. Therefore, if follows that a
mechanic could pass such a fiber into a fuel line passage, connect it into a UV light source and
leave it on overnight, cleaning the passage of coke. Minimal part removal and no rebuilding
work would be required, thereby potentially saving many man-hours during maintenance.
While many sources were identified containing work exploring the production of either an
oleophobic surface or a photocatalytic surface, no source detailed a process that created a surface
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with both properties simultaneously. Preliminary work started on replicating the individual
behaviors which will later focus on combining the desired properties.
5.2

Replication

5.2.1 Oleophobicity
The work started by attempting to create an oleophobic surface on pure titanium coupons. The
oleophobic property was the first behavior studied because the level of oleophobicity can be
evaluated by simple visual observation of the liquid/surface interaction and provide rapid
turnaround during testing.
Initial research into the anodization procedure yielded some discouraging results. Many early
authors had been able to create an oleophobic titania surface by cultivating titania nanotube
structures on the surface, all using a fluoride donor of some kind such as ammonium fluoride or
worse yet, hydrogen fluoride (HF) [29, 30, 31]. While the procedures using the fluorine-based
chemicals created the desired surface behavior, it is clearly counterproductive to propose an
industrial process that would require large amounts of an extremely dangerous chemical [32], nor
was there a desire to work with it even on the small scale.
Fortunately, more recent research has shown success in using a chloride donor instead of a
fluoride donor in the electrolyte [33, 34], allowing the use of benign compounds like sodium
chloride; common table salt. [2]. The electrolyte in one report was a 50:50 water/glycerol mix
with less than a 1 molar sodium chloride addition. I attempted to replicate these conditions using
a 0.6 inch square titanium sample by anodizing in this mixture. However, the anodization
process only produced a hydrophobic surface because the titania surface has high surface free
energy and still able to attract the low surface tension oils toward the surface.
Fluoroalkylsilanes (FAS) are often used by researchers in order to lower the surface free energy
of their individual titania surfaces. FAS chemicals are comprised of perfluorinated long-chain
hydrocarbons attached to a trialkoxysilane and can chemically bond to a titania surface, resulting
in an ultra-low surface free energy necessary for oleophobicity. FAS is often used in plastic
injection molds as a release agent, but has seen recent wider spread use in lubrication and other
hydro/oleophobic applications [35]. The chemical provides a barrier several molecules thick on
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top of the underlying surface. Thus, any liquid interacts with the micro- and nano-scale
roughness of the underlying surface through a buffer of the low surface energy provided by the
FAS. Figure 30 is an idealized representation of what the surface would look like after being
modified with the FAS compound, 1H,1H,2H,2H perfluorooctyltriethoxysilane (POTS). (Note
for future sections, the addition of fluorine to the surface of titania has been found to increase the
photocatalytic behavior of the surface [36].)

Figure 30: Graphical representation of the FAS modification process
5.2.1.1 Production e quipment
Through some initial anodization testing, it became very apparent that every factor in the
process would need a high level of control. Every variable, from voltage to spacing to electrolyte
concentration, could dramatically alter the results. As such, an anodization support stand (Figure
31) was constructed which contained the cathode for the process along with a high degree of
spacing control.
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Figure 31: Anodization support stand produced for use during production titanium coupons
The anodization stand, with samples in place, was submerged in an electrolyte solution, with a
titanium wire connecting the cathode to the power source through the small holes in the sides
visible in Figure 31. Another titanium wire connected the sample to be anodized to the power
source. The rest of the anodization equipment used included; small 1 gallon containers for the
electrolyte and wash water, a magnetic stirrer to agitate the electrolyte, and a voltage or current
limiting power source. Figure 32 is an image of the setup used in the production of every sample.
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Figure 32: Anodization set up
5.2.1.2 Measurement Equipment
Two primary pieces of laboratory equipment were used to evaluate the titania layer and the
oleophobicity of the samples. The first was the Phenom ProX Scanning Electron Microscope
with Energy-Dispersive Spectroscopy (SEM with EDS). The SEM was used to image the
surfaces at extremely small scale to check for hierarchical surfaces. The EDS capability was also
able to detect what elements were present on the surface and to verify that anodization was in
fact producing titania. The maximum size allowed by the SEM set the sample size of the
titanium coupons (~0.6” square). The second piece of equipment needed was a contact angle
goniometer. A goniometer images a very small drop of liquid (~5 μl) on the surface of interest in
order to measure the angle between the surface and the drop. “Phobic” surfaces will push the
drop away resulting in a high contact angle and spherical-looking drop (Figure 33 (a)).
Conversely, “philic” surfaces will attract the drop and result in a low angle (Figure 33 (b)).
While commercially assembled goniometers exist, it proved more practical to use the extensive
optics already on hand and create our own (Figure 34). The images were then analyzed using the
“BIG Drop Plug-in” in the software “Image J” [37] to find the contact angle.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 33: Goniometer images of liquid drop on a flat surface: (a) Water on Teflon displaying
phobic behavior, (b) Isopropanol on untreated titanium displaying philic behavior

Figure 34: Purpose built contact angle goniometer using available high quality optics
5.2.1.3 Test matrices
In order to produce the most oleophobic surface possible, testing was conducted in a manner to
precisely establish the optimal operating parameters. To that end, a test matrix was established
that would evaluate all possible parameters in a high/low manner. The samples would then be
evaluated for oleophobicity, with the more promising results pursued and refined. The
parameters identified to be tested were: (i) surface condition pre-anodization, (ii) electrolyte
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composition, (iii) anode/cathode spacing, (iv) voltage applied, and (v) treatment time. Two
individual matrices, M1 and M2, spread out the four tests parameters. M2 focused on the
parameters around the anodization process directly, while M1 dealt with possible methods of
electropolishing that would give rise to ultra-smooth pre-anodized surface. Blocks, Test Groups,
and individual Samples separated the parameters further. The split facilitated record keeping of
the conditions by grouping similar parameter “sweeps.” Table 4 and Table 5 are the conditions
tested for the individual methods’ electropolishing capabilities. Table 4 is based on the research
by Tajima et al. [38] while Table 5 is based on the research conducted by Huang et al. [39].
Table 4: Matrix 1-Block 1 Conditions
Test Group 1
Sample
1
2
3
4

Surface
Prep
Brief buff
with 200
grit
sandpaper

Electrolyte
Fluid

Electrolyte

70:30
Ethanol/IPA

60 g/L AlCl3
+
250 g/L ZnCl2

Separation

Voltage
(V)
40

1"
60

Time
(min)
10
20
10
20

Test Group 2
Sample
1
2
3
4

Surface
Prep
Brief buff
with 200
grit
sandpaper

Electrolyte
Fluid

Electrolyte

70:30
Ethanol/IPA

60 g/L AlCl3
+
250 g/L ZnCl2

Separation

Voltage
(V)
40

1/4"
60

Time
(min)
10
20
10
20
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Table 5: Matrix 1-Block 2 Conditions

Sample
1
2
3
4

Sample
1
2
3
4

Surface
Prep
Brief buff
with 200
grit
sandpaper

Surface
Prep
Brief buff
with 200
grit
sandpaper

Electrolyte
Fluid
Ethanol
+ 1M H2SO4
+ 1.0 vol%
H2O

Electrolyte
Fluid
Ethanol
+ 1M H2SO4
+ 1.0 vol%
H2O

Test Group 1
Electrolyte
Ions

Separation

Voltage
(V)
5

none

1"
10

Test Group 2
Electrolyte
Ions

Separation

Voltage
(V)
5

none

1/4"
10

Time
(min)
10
30
10
30

Time
(min)
10
30
10
30

Also tested were multiple iterations of anodization parameters. Table 6 lists the completed
conditions tested to date.
Table 6: Matrix 2-Block 1 Conditions

Sample Substrate
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Prep

Test Group 1
Electrolyte
Electrolyte
Fluid
Additions

Spacing

5/16"
Quick pass
with 200
50:50
CP 2 Ti
0.25M NaCl
Grit Sand Water/Glycerol
Paper
1/16"

Voltage
Time (min)
(V)
30
20
90
15
40
30
30
30
90
30
20
90
30
25
90
30
30
90
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Sample
1
2
3
4
5
6
Sample
1
2
3
4
5
6

Test Group 2
Electrolyte Voltage
Additions
(V)
20
0.5M NaCl

25
30

Test Group 3
Electrolyte Voltage
Additions
(V)
20
0.75M NaCl

25
30

Test Group 4
Electrolyte
Sample
Voltage (V)
Additions
1
20
2
3
1.0M NaCl
25
4
5
30
6

Time
(min)
30
90
30
90
30
90
Time
(min)
30
90
30
90
30
90
Time
(min)
30
90
30
90
30
90

5.2.1.4 Oleophobic replication results
To reiterate, the main objective of the anodization procedure was to produce an oleophobic
surface as a potential anti-coking material processing step. Early experimentation indicated that
starting with a smoother surface on the titanium substrate resulted in a higher degree of liquid
repellency. The smooth starting surface possibly provides a more uniform starting point for the
nanostructure growth during anodization. As such, it was logical to conclude that pre-processing
the titanium through an electropolish procedure could produce an ultra-smooth surface and thus
improve the sample’s chances for successful anodization and thus oleophobicity. Two methods
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from literature were identified for their potential methods to polish titanium surfaces. Brief
attempts were made to replicate the results, however, these tests resulted in sample which were
dull, pitted, and uneven as seen in Figure 35, contrary to the desired smooth finish. In the interest
of time and desiring to focus on the main objective of the anodization analysis, this diversion
was abandoned, and focus returned to the anodization tests with the possibility of manual
polishing being used.

Figure 35: Examples of dull and pitted surfaces resulting from electropolishing attempts
The anodization test matrix (M2) required the production of far more samples than the
electropolishing tests due to the number of variables. Below are the visual results of the test
conditions for each test group (Table 7 to Table 10). Samples are reported under the designation
of Matrix-Block-Test Group-Sample (e.g. M1-B1-T1-S1 refers to the conditions of Matrix 1,
Block 1, Test Group 1, Sample 1.)
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Table 7: M1-B1-T1 Photographs along with conditions that produced each sample
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Table 8: M1-B1-T2 Photographs along with conditions that produced each sample

Table 9: M1-B1-T3 Photographs along with conditions that produced each sample
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Table 10: M1-B1-T4 Photographs along with conditions that produced each sample

The varying conditions produced different results, apparent even to the naked eye. Several of the
samples were imaged using the SEM. Analysis of the images yielded promising results. Figure
36 is one image from the SEM analysis that shows that the anodization process was able to
produce a hierarchical surface on the pure titanium coupons. If the anodization procedure can be
refined to the point that these patterns are more uniform, the resulting surfaces should be highly
oleophobic.
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Figure 36: SEM image of an anodized titanium sample. Left: 7100x zoom showing microscale
roughness. Right: 110,000x zoom showing nanoscale roughness (nanotubes) indicated with blue
arrows
The differences in the samples became more apparent through analysis of the liquid/surface
contact angle. When testing the samples in the goniometer, it was evident that only a few
samples showed any kind of repellent behavior. While all samples were oleophobic, some
samples showed a lesser degree of hydrophobicity. The best result of any of the samples was
M2-B1-T1-S1. The S1 sample produced a maximum contact angle of 99° with water (Figure 37).
As reference, the contact angle of water on untreated titanium is around 70°.
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Figure 37: Best contact angle photo pf water on M2-B1-T1-S1 surface
Other samples (M2-B1: T1-S8, T2-S6, T3-S2, and T4-S1) also displayed some degree of
hydrophobicity, but to a lesser extent than T1-S1. These four samples were selected for further
development and advanced onto the FAS modification step.
The selected samples were modified with POTS by first soaking the coupon in a 1%
FAS/Ethanol solution for 20 minutes. The samples were then heated at 120°C for 1 hour to
chemically bond the POTS to the titania surface. The samples were then re-evaluated using the
goniometer.
Due to an inexperience with the FAS modification process at the time, the surface modification
took hold on only one sample, M1-B1-T1-S1. The sample showed a noticeable improvement
with regard to the oleophobic quality. The contact angle between the surface and a Mobil DTE
13M oil drop increased by a factor of four from ~12° to ~52°. Figure 38 (a) is the sample preFAS modification with a drop of oil which has spread out across the surface into more of a film.
Figure 38 (b) is the sample post modification wherein the drop shape of the liquid is largely
retained.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 38: Oil on M1-B1-T1-S1 (a) pre-FAS modification (b) post modification
Additional work on increasing the contact angle between oil and the titania surface is ongoing in
the lab.
5.2.2 Photocatalytic
As proposed earlier, producing titania on a metal surface not only has the potential to make said
surface oleophobic, but photocatalytic as well. Work has been initiated toward creating a
photocatalytic surface using the same process used to create the oleophobic titania.
5.2.2.1 Production Equipment
When the titanium is anodized, the titania on the surface is in an amorphous crystal structure.
This amorphous structure results in inefficient photocatalytic behavior [40]. The same research
has found that a mix of the rutile and anatase crystal structure in the titania results in the best
performance of the surface cleaning effect. In order to transform the amorphous titania into a
rutile/anatase mix, the samples needed to be calcined, or heated. A tube furnace heated the
samples to the several hundred degrees Celsius required (Figure 39). The furnace is capable of
heating to 1000°C and a PID controller regulates the heating such that the temperature inside the
furnace is stable to within a few degrees.
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Figure 39: Thermo Scientific tube furnace used to calcine individual titanium samples. The steel
tube, open to air, visible in the figure was used so samples were not in direct contact with electric
heating elements
Once samples were calcined, they needed to be coked and exposed to UV for some period of
time. A UV blacklight within a reflective foil lined box was used to control the sample exposure.
The blacklight used is sold commercially for party lighting, so therefore no additional safety
equipment or unusual precautions were needed. Fortunately, the spectra of these commercial
blacklights are centered around 365 nm where titania apparently shows peak photocatalytic
activity.
5.2.2.2 Photocatalytic replication results
Literature was found that had studied the transition temperature range of the crystal formation of
titania [41, 42, 43, 44]. However, there was disagreement on the exact temperature at which the
transition starts. Given such uncertainty, another test matrix tested a range of different
temperatures as well as “hold” times. Table 11 below reflects the conditions tested.
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Table 11: Matrix 3-Block 1-Test Group 1 test conditions
Sample
1
2
3
4
5
6

Anodize Method

Temperature
(°C)
300

Best of M2-B1Gx-Sx

400
500

Hold Time
(min)
60
240
60
240
60
240

The anodization method (“Best of M2-B1-Gx-Sx”) refers to the samples produced during the
anodization testing. Because testing all samples produced during M2 experimentation would
result in hundreds of calcine tests, the sample with the most even looking surface available was
selected. M2-B1-T1-S5 was selected as the best sample as it has a very even and unmarred
surface. The treatment used on M2-B1-T1-S5 was replicated on six new samples
When all six samples were anodized and calcined at the proper temperatures and times, the next
step was to purposely coke them and monitor the removal process. A candle flame deposited soot
on the surface of the six coupons along with an additional control coupon that was neither
anodized nor calcined in order to verify that it is not the UV light breaking down the carbon
directly. The samples were photographed then placed inside the UV exposure box. The samples
were removed, photographed, and then returned to the UV box at intervals to monitor the
progress. After 2 weeks of monitoring, these samples have shown minor coke removal abilities.
The study is ongoing.

5.3

Future Work

This line of research began due to the concern about a turbojet injector’s ability to absorb
adequate oxygen, that when combined with heat soak back, could coke within the narrow
passage, regardless of whether or not the fuel was initially degassed. While the diffusion work
within Purdue was making headway, another group within Rolls-Royce started examining the
phenomenon. Thus, our focus shifted to explore means to mitigate the damage that the coking
causes. Through extensive literature review, titania-based surfaces proved to be a likely
contender as an anti-coking material. As the new work with titania began late in my tenure, there
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are still many areas to be explored. Effort is still needed to fully understand the creation process
on flat samples of pure titanium. When the work produces a single coupon that is both
oleophobic and photocatalytic, the next step would be to move onto high titanium alloys, such as
Ti-6AL-4V. Work on this front would advance our understanding of the behavior of the
anodization process on non-pure metal substrates. Using non-pure titanium would help modify
the process for use on the more commonly used nickel superalloys containing very small
amounts of titanium, such as Inconel 617, 625, 718, or X-750 [45]. The work on the low titanium
alloys could go one of two ways; preferably, the small amount of titanium in the Inconel or other
similar alloys is enough to provide a hierarchical surface of titania upon anodization and enough
active photocatalytic area. However, it is also likely that the less than 2.5 w.% of titanium
present in the nickel based alloys is insufficient material for oleophobicity and photocatalytic
behavior. In that case, investigations should be made into a method which can deposit a strong
layer of titanium on the internal surfaces of nickel alloy parts. Additive manufacturing and
diffusion welding have the potential to accomplish this goal.
The surface material of the substrate is only one of the outstanding issues. The replication work
thus far has been completed solely on flat coupons due to the fact they could be easily analyzed
in an SEM. Obviously, an injector would not be made up of flat surfaces, but of intricate and
narrow passages. Finding a method which evenly anodizes a non-planar sample will be key in
making titania surfaces a deployable technology. Specifically, additional study is needed as to
whether a tube that has been successfully anodized can be bent into shape without ruining the
internal surface topology.
When a processing method is established that can produce reliable oleophobic and photocatalytic
behavior on real world materials and geometry, the final deployment check will be the
survivability. The combustion chambers of turbojets are very harsh environments, experiencing
large thermal and pressure gradients and mechanical stress. The titania surfaces themselves will
need to be examined for robustness within such environments. In addition, the FAS monolayer
will need to be examined for survivability and interference with the photocatalytic process,
although there is some evidence that fluorination can aid coke prevention and removal, [36, 46]
and that coke does not need to be directly in contact with the titania to decompose [47].
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6. CONCLUSIONS

This work, conducted in the pursuit of the MSAA degree, was aimed at addressing the persistent
problem presented by the expensive coking phenomenon observed in jet engines. I initially
studied the process by which deoxygenated fuel can re-uptake oxygen when exposed to the
environment of the combustor. Tests showed that while the re-oxygenation process is highly
chaotic, it is not instantaneous as was previously feared. From there, my focus shifted to
mitigating damage caused by coking that could occur inside the injector passages. The most
promising idea was to create a titania layer within the passages that could repel fuels preventing
liquid pockets and in addition, passively clean off any coke build-up. Work is ongoing on the
second front and is yielding promising results. If the surface can survive and operate in extreme
conditions, titania-based remediation measures could save in repair and maintenance costs, and
also permit engine manufactures to go to higher operating temperatures without having to
address the impacts of coking.
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APPENDIX A. MACHINE DRAWINGS
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APPENDIX B. PI&D AND TEST PROCEDURES

Figure 40: Plumbing and Instrumentation Diagram for Diffusion Test Apparatus
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(a)

(b)
Figure 41: PID controller built for chamber temperature control. (a) Front view with temperature
set to 40°C (b) internal circuitry
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